
#FM201HTOP3  ‘THE PERFECT FIT FACE MASK’
Pleated Full Color Sublimation Washable & Reusable Cotton/Poly Face Mask with Moldable Nose Bridge Wire & Ear Loop Size Adjusters
This mask has it all – A full color edge to edge sublimation imprint, pleated construction for fuller face coverage and easier breathing, moldable nose bridge wire 
to prevent glasses from fogging and ear loop adjusters so one size truly does fit all! No Tugging, No Bunching, No Bother.  
260GSM thickness with 100% cotton inside and Polyester front imprint panel. Washable and reusable. Each piece individually polybagged. 
Full color sublimation imprint and delivery to your client’s door (anywhere in the continental US) included in price.

Material:  100% Cotton Facing Material, 100% Polyester Imprint Panel,  85% Nylon & 15% Spandex ear loops and PVC ear loop adjuster. Thread Count: 40S
Delivery Time:  Delivered to your client’s door in 13-15 days, freight cost included.
Imprint Area: 8” W x 7” H (see art template at www.innovation-line.com, Item #FM201HTOP3).

Product Size:  8” W (without ear loops) x 7” H opened (3.5” H flat pleated).
Please Note: Masks fit faces differently according to each individual facial structure. 
Innovation Line makes no claims about exact fit as each mask varies in size just 
as each individuals face structure varies. If facial fit is critical, the buyer assumes all 
responsibility for confirming fit requirements prior to order placement. Mask Sales are 
final and returns not accepted & discounts will not be issued.  

Price Includes: Up to a full color sublimation imprint on front of mask (exact color matches are not guaranteed). Setup Charge: 60.00 (G) setup charge, 
regardless of number of colors. Repeat Setup Charge: 27.50 (G). Email Proof Charge: 7.50 (G), add 2 days to production time. Weight: 7 Lbs / 100 Pcs. 
Production Time: 12-15 days depending on quantity ordered. Delivered to your client’s door, freight cost included. Packaging: Individual cello bag.

Disclaimer: Face Masks are each individually hand-sewn, which will result in slight size variations that cannot be avoided. Due to the intricacies of the Dye Sublimation printing process: it is not possible to perfectly 
center mask imprints and up to ¼” shifting of the logo and any copy is unavoidable.  Some copy may run close to seams and/or over seams and can appear slanted.   Also, creases in the mask material could create 
small white spaces inside the creases, and for full bleed imprints, a narrow white border may appear along the trim line, all of which are not considered defects.  Returns cannot be accepted for any reason on any 
mask product.  Washing instructions: Wash prior to use. Hand wash or machine wash cool, line dry only. Washing instructions: Wash prior to use. Machine or Hand Wash Cool, line dry or use dryer on low heat 

Specify Promo #E4285 to receive special pricing at time of order placement as it cannot be applied later. This offer may not be combined with any other 
promotion, discount, coupon and/or special column pricing (EQP & NQP do not apply sorry no exceptions). Expires 10/31/2021
This face cover is for source control use only. This face cover should not be used: (1) in any surgical setting or to provide liquid barrier protection; (2) in a clinical setting where the infection risk level through inhalation exposure is high; (3) for particulate 
filtration; or (4) in high risk aerosol generating procedures. The product has not been FDA cleared or approved, it has been authorized by the FDA under an EUA for use as source control by the general public during the COVID-19 pandemic. Source control 
means preventing the transmission of infection through a person’s respiratory secretions which are produced when speaking, coughing, or sneezing. Face masks, including cloth face coverings, help with source control by covering the wearer’s mouth and 
nose. This product is authorized only for the duration of the EUA during the COVID-19 outbreak, under section 564(b)(1) of the Act, 21 U.S.C. §360bbb-3(b)(1) unless the authorization is terminated or revoked sooner.
If you experience any issues with this product, please contact us at info@innovation-line.com. 
Important Information: Proofs provided are for logo placement and size approval only. The colors shown on e-proofs may not be accurately represented on your computer monitor (All metallic inks will NOT show up as metallic on screen) and PMS colors 
as printed in the Pantone Color Book are only a reference point. Therefore, e-proofs are not an exact color representation. Variations in print substrates/materials make it impossible to exactly duplicate PMS colors on Innovation Line products. Color variation 
cannot be considered a defect due to ink, lighting, and material variations. Innovation Line is not responsible for any color variation. In screen printing pad printing, Sublimation or transfer process exact color matches cannot be achieved. Regarding color 
matching, dye-sublimation printing uses a computer printer to generate a heat transfer to transfer the image onto fabric. Dye-sublimation printers use CMYO (Cyan Magenta Yellow Overcoating) colors, which differs from the more recognized CMYK colors 
in that the black is eliminated in favor of a clear overcoating. As a result, PMS inks cannot be matched exactly. They are only a reference point and an approximation. 
Slight material bleed through cannot be avoided when printing on this material (100% ink coverage is not possible). Washing will degrade ink/image and will influence imprint longevity. Credit will not be issued nor returns accepted. 0819 
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